In this paper, an energy-efficient cross-layer design framework is proposed for cooperative relaying networks, which takes into account the influence of spectrum utilization probability. Specifically, random arrival traffic is considered and an adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) scheme is adopted in the cooperative transmission system to improve the system performance. The average packet dropping rate of the relaybuffer is studied at first. With the packet dropping rate and stationary distribution of the system state, the closed-form expression of the delay is derived. Then the energy efficiency for relayassisted transmission is investigated, which takes into account the queueing process of the relay and the source. In this context, an energy efficiency optimization problem is formulated to determine the optimum strategy of power and time allocation for the relay-assisted cooperative system. Finally, the energy efficient switching strategy between the relay assisted transmission and the direct transmission is obtained, where packet transmissions have different delay requirements. In addition, energy efficient transmission policy with AMC is obtained. Numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed design improving the energy efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
D URING the past decades, wireless communication systems have been designed with the main focus on improving the network throughput or spectral efficiency [2] . However, with the rapid realization of internet of things (IoT), power consumptions at both base stations (BSs) and resource-limited devices such as user terminals are no longer sustainable, which is attributed to the fundamental bandwidth-power and delaypower tradeoffs [3] , [4] . As reported, the network energy consumption should be decreased by a factor of 1, 000 in the upcoming fifth-generation (5G) networks while without compromising the quality of sevice (QoS) [5] . As a result, energy efficiency, which is measured by bits-per-joule, has emerged as a key figure of merit and become the most widely adopted design metric for green IoT systems. In fact, extensive research efforts have been made to improve the energy efficiency for various kinds of wireless communication applications, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing access (OFDMA) [6] - [9] , multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [10] - [13] , millimeter-wave (mmWave) communications [14] , [15] , cognitive radio [16] , [17] , small cell [18] , [19] , and wireless powered communications [20] , [21] , etc. However, most of the previous research works mainly focus on energy-efficient designs for physical layer transmission. In the future IoT networks, traffic delay requirements are diversified from the upper layers imposing challenges to physical layer design in resource allocation. Thus far, many studies have been carried out on cross-layer design to improve the energy efficiency of the whole system [1] , [22] - [24] , which is expected to be more appealing and practical for the next generation of wireless networks.
On the other hand, the gap between the designing of high data rate and spectrum scarcity motivates the advent of cognitive spectrum access, which has been regarded as a revolutionary technology to tackle such a challenge [25] . When the spectrum is detected to be unoccupied by the primary system, the secondary system could utilize the free bands temporarily to perform its own transmission. Then there exists a utilization probability for each transmission link of the secondary system. Furthermore, the utilization probability may influence the buffer-overflow and the delay performance of the packet for the secondary system, leading to different energy efficient strategies. In a cellular network, each secondary user has a chance to transmit data over the free bands. Due to the severe channel fading or shadowing, the selected secondary user may terminate the transmission from the direct link to save energy. In this case, any other nearby secondary users with better channel conditions can act as a relay to assist the data transmission to improve the energy efficiency of the secondary system. Furthermore, since the secondary users may require different delay-aware applications over the cooperative network, providing heterogenous QoS of delays for energy-efficient cooperative systems, has become critical and necessary.
A. Related Works
Relay nodes can help source node to transmit packets to destination mode in cooperative systems [26] , [27] , which has been extensively studied recently. In addition, relay equipped with buffer can further improve system performance and introduce new degrees of freedom for system design [28] - [31] . In particular, various cooperative schemes have been proposed to exploit cooperative diversity for improving the physical performance [32] - [34] , such as outage probability and signalto-noise ratio (SNR). In practical systems, the data link layer performance metric, e.g., delay, also plays an important role in wireless networks. Since delay can influence the performance of the cooperative systems, it also has a significant impact on protocol and system designs, especially when the system is required to guarantee the performance of delay sensitive services and delay tolerant services simultaneously.
The notion of delay in cooperative wireless networks has been considered in recent literatures. In [35] , the performance metrics defined by stable throughput region and delay are evaluated for a packet transmitted to the destination through either a direct link or relay links. The delay-optimal link selection for a two-hop three-node cooperative network with bursty packet arrivals is studied in [36] . Multi-hop cases are considered in [37] . Motivated by real-time applications having stringent delay constraints, optimal resource allocation for delay-limited cooperative communication in time varying wireless networks is recently discussed in [38] .
Most of the existing works on cooperative communications, e.g., [35] - [38] , are based on throughput optimization under delay constraint. However, all these works do not consider the energy efficient communication. In [24] , delay constrained energy-efficient problem in cooperative wireless networks is studied. However, practical adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is not considered. In [39] , the authors investigate the AMC scheduling for a cooperative wireless system with multiple relays operating in a modified decode-and-forward protocol. However, adaptive scheduling strategy between the cooperative transmission and direct transmission is not considered. Although the scheduling strategy with direct transmission and relay-assisted transmission for cognitive radio network is studied in [40] , the packet delay and energy efficiency are not considered. Furthermore, due to the multi-path channel fading, the noise, and the co-channel interference from primary system, it is difficult to guarantee the deterministic delay for communication services in cognitive radio networks. Thus, as a compromise scheme, it is a practical and ultimate goal to provide statistical delay guarantee for cooperative cognitive radio networks.
B. Main Contributions
In this work, we consider the cross-layer energy-efficient design approach for cooperative IoT networks with opportunistic spectrum access, which aims at taking the physical layer transmission and delay-aware service into account, the influence of spectrum utilization probability can also be obtained. Generally speaking, the AMC and cooperative transmission strategy are part of the physical layer decisions, the packet retransmission is controlled by the data link layer, and the delay statistic of the traffic is provided by the application layer. In this research direction, there are some works on crosslayer designs considered in [39] - [41] , where a similar system model is considered. In particular, the cross-layer design for cognitive relay systems is investigated in [40] . However, our work is fundamentally different from that of [39] - [41] in several significant aspects. First, our work aims to study the impact of delay-aware service on the design of energyefficient scheduling, while [39] , [40] focus more on the biterror-rate (BER)-based scheduling. Second, our objective is to maximize the energy efficiency of the delay-aware service in cooperative IoT networks with opportunistic spectrum access. Based on such an objective, we derive an expression of the expected delay in a closed-form which captures the impacts of the queueing and transmission delay in both the source and relay buffers. To the best knowledge of the authors, this important aspect has not been reported in the literature [?], yet. Besides, we have also derived the packet dropping rate for the buffer of the relay node, which is not considered in [39] , [40] either. Third, we investigate the performance of energy efficiency by utilizing the AMC transmission and the time allocation for the direct transmission and relay-assisted transmission. Last but not least, for maximizing the system energy efficiency, we derive an optimized threshold by taking spectrum access probability into account, which determines the selection between direct transmission and relay-assisted transmission. This contribution is novel and different from the previous works.
The challenge of this work is to derive the packet dropping rate at the relay node, which can influence the throughput and energy efficiency of the cooperative system. To overcome the challenge, we need to prove the existence of the stationary distribution of the cooperative system, and get the stationary distribution. Therefore, our contribution in this work can be summarized as follows: We obtain the closed-form expression of expected delay for the cooperative transmission system, which considers both the transmission and queueing delay in both the source and relay buffer. Then we obtain the closedform expression for the system throughput by taking into account the packet drop caused by both the transmission error and the buffers overflow. Correspondingly, the average energy consumption of the cooperative system is also derived. Considering the opportunistic spectrum access, we reveal the intrinsic relationship between the energy-efficient scheduling strategy and different delay requirements. In particular, we show that the energy efficient scheduling strategy is to adaptively switch between direct transmission and relay-assisted transmission based on different delay requirements. At last, we obtain the energy-efficient transmission policies for the inter-node link transmission and direct link transmission.
C. Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model and problem formulation, including the network model, the queueing model and the traffic model, the channel model, and the medium access model. In Section III, we investigate the energy-efficiency for the relay assisted transmission and the direct transmission. In Section IV, we analyze the energy-efficient scheduling for the delay-aware service based on the theoretical results obtained in Section III. Section V presents numerical results to demonstrate the performance of the proposed cross-layer design. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model
As shown in Fig. 1 , we consider a cooperative secondary system which consists of three nodes that share the same spectrum with a legacy primary system (PS) node P . Nodes A, R, and D, are the source, relay, and destination of the secondary system, respectively. Specifically, the relay node adopts the decode-and-forward (DF) strategy to assist the endto-end transmission. Due to the bursty service in the PS, the secondary system can access the spectrum of the PS in an opportunistic manner with a certain probability. We assume that source node A generates data traffic and communicates with node D. In the cooperative secondary network, the data packets can be transmitted via the direct link, l A,D , or via the relay path composed of links l A,R and l R,D shown in Fig. 1 . For each link, i.e., l A,D , l A,R , or l R,D , the secondary system will terminate the transmission if one of the following situation occurs: 1) the PS occupies the spectrum during the transmission; 2) the packet error rate (PER) of the link l A,R exceeds a maximum tolerable level due to deep channel fading.
B. Traffic and Queueing Models
We assume that the incoming traffic of source A is random, which follows Poisson distribution. A wide range of multimedia traffic can be represented with an Poisson model, which is accurate and reasonable [42] . Specifically, the average packet arrival rate from the application layer isλ. Besides, both the source-buffer and the relay-buffer maintain the first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue and the packet streams have the size of L bits. Assume that the queueing model of the source node or the relay node is a single server M/G/1 queue [43] .
For the source node A, the M/G/1 model assumes the single server with Markovian or memoryless arrivals at an average rateλ and a general service distribution. Due to the general service distribution, denote by χ n the service rate at the physical link corresponding to channel state n. In addition, we assume that the set of service state is Ψ = {χ 1 , · · · , χ N }.
For simplicity, we assume that the buffers of the source and the relay have finite capacity in each of which, denoted as M . Due to the bursty arrival traffic, the queues of the nodes may be empty sometimes or full some other times. Therefore, for the latter case, the incoming packets may be dropped at both of the source node and the relay node because of the bursty traffic arrived and the finite buffer size. We assume that the packets dropped by the source and relay nodes are regarded as lost.
C. Channel Model
All inter-node wireless channels are assumed to have Nakagami-m fading with the same fading parameter m, and are block fading with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
In order to get a well defined relation between the channel quality and received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the transmit signal power of the source node is constant atē. The channel state information (CSI) is supposed to be perfectly known by the receiver with training, then the channel quality can be captured by the received SNR S. Due to block fading, S remains invariant within each transmission frame but can vary from frame to frame. It should be noted that the received SNR S per frame of a fading channel follows a Gamma distribution, which has probability density function (PDF) as
whereS E {S} is the average received SNR and Γ(m) ∞ 0 t m−1 e −t dt is the Gamma function [44] . We assume that inter-node channels of l A,R and l R,D are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) with the average SNRS andS R , respectively, and the average SNR of the direct channel l A,D , denoted byS S,D .
For packet transmission at each inter-node link, the adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is considered. In particular, the total available number of AMC transmission modes is N . To select an AMC mode, the received SNR needs to fall into the corresponding interval. Then, we can divide the entire received SNR range into N + 1 nonoverlapping consecutive intervals, which can be denoted as {S n } N +1 n=0 , where the boundary points is given by S 0 = 0 and S N +1 = +∞. Based on the above description, the channel is in state n satisfying S ∈ [S n , S n+1 ). Based on (1), we can obtain the probability that the channel being in state n as
Similarly, the probabilities that the channel being in state n for the relay-to-destination link and the source-to-destination link can be obtained as P R r (n) and P S,D r (n). Denote by b n the transmission modulation when the channel is in state n. Specifically, if the receiver cannot correctly decode a packet, the transmitter will be notified to repeat transmitting the packet where the maximum number of retransmissions is N max r − 1. In contrast, when the receiver correctly decodes a packet, it will feed back an acknowledgement (ACK) packet to the transmitter. However, in some cases for which the packet cannot be correctly decoded at the receiver even after N max r − 1 times of retransmissions, then this packet will be dropped and a packet loss will be declared. Therefore, packet loss may happen in each link of the cooperative system. With the average packet error rate of transmissions, both the destination node in direct link and the relay node can fail to decode the received packet, an negative acknowledgement (NACK) packet will be transmitted to notify the source node. If the destination node successfully receives the packet, but the relay node fails to receive the packet, then the ACK packet will be transmitted, the packet will be transmitted through the direct link. On the other hand, if the relay node successfully receives the packet in the relay-assisted transmission, but the direct source-to-destination transmission fails, then the ACK packet will be transmitted, the packet will be transmitted through the relay-assisted link. In practice, the probability of packet loss is regained to no larger than a threshold P loss to satisfy the quality-of-service (QoS). It is worth pointing out that the service rates of the source node and relay node depend not only on the transmission modulation b n but also the maximum retransmission times N max r − 1.
D. Medium Access Model
In general, the spectrum occupancy of the PS can be modeled as a continuous-time Markov chain with available (the link is idle) and unavailable (the link is busy) states [45] . In this work, we assume that the transmissions of the PS and secondary cooperative system are both continuous. Thus, the spectrum occupied times from the secondary cooperative system are independent and exponentially distributed with aggregated parameter q −1 i,j for the available state and u −1 i,j for the unavailable state on link l i,j (i, j ∈ {A, R, D}). Under this model, the stationary probability of the available and unavailable states are respectively given by [45] as
and
respectively.
E. Problem Statement
In the considered cooperative network, the system power consumption for transmitting one packet in the secondary network is denoted by P (T ) , which indicates the total amount of energy consumed in one second. Accordingly, the system throughput is denoted by R, which indicates the number of packets which are transmitted successfully without error in one second. In general, the energy efficiency is defined as the ratio of average system throughput over the total system power consumption, i.e.,
which indicates the number of successfully received packets per joule of energy consumed.
Since different delay requirements of the traffic and spectrum access probabilities may result in different energy efficiencies of the cooperative network, we should optimize the selection of transmission mode between direct transmission and relay-assisted transmission to maximize the system energy efficiency. While the maximum tolerable delay is D 0 , we call the selection of transmission mode switching strategy ϕ. For the packet transmission, AMC schemes are used for both the source node A and relay node R. Then, we are interested in getting the rate adaption policies maximizing the energy efficiency by taking into account the maximum tolerable packet delay D 0 . Specifically, the rate adaption policy is explicitly represented by the probability distribution of modulation b n , n = {1, · · · , N }. Denote the rate adaptive policy as ω, which depends on the S n andS. Mathematically, the design of transmission mode switch strategy and AMC rate adaption policy can be formulated as
where D (T ) , d and r represent the average packet delay from the arrival in the source buffer until the destination correctly received, the direct transmission and the relay assisted transmission, respectively. Based on (2), the problem is equivalent to maxγ ,ϕ η ee |D (T ) ≤ D 0 , ϕ ∈ {d, r} .
III. ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the delay and the energy efficiency of a packet transmission in the cooperative network with opportunistic spectrum access. When the direct transmission is not possible, i.e., the received SNR is smaller than a threshold, the source node selects the relay to assist the transmission to achieve better performance. We denote the total time duration of each transmission period as T T 1 +T 2 and denote the ratio of the time allocation in the phase of source-to-relay over the whole period as α T 1 /T ∈ (0, 1), where T 1 and T 2 are the transmission time durations for source-to-relay link and relay-to-destination link, respectively.
A. Throughput Analysis
1) Service Rate: The source node selects transmission modulation based on AMC, which is also adopted by the relay node. Intuitively, due to the long distance between the source and destination or limited power at the source, the packets transmission is assisted by a relay. At the destination, the receiver attempts to decode the packet from the source or the relay. Regarding the successfully receiving packets, an ACK packet will be transmitted to notify the source node at the end of the time slot. Once the source node receives the ACK packet, the corresponding packet is removed from the source buffer.
Assume each packet contains L bits. The transmission packet rate R p can be obtained as
Now, with the packet error rate P ER n at channel state n and the probability that the channel being in state n, the average number of error transmitted packets can be derived as
Similarly, the average total number of transmitted packets can be obtained as
With (8) and (9), we can derive the average packet error rate of the direct source to destination link as
Similarly, the average packet error rates of the source-to-relay link and the relay-to-destination link via the help of the relay can be derived as
respectively. Note, the metric of average packet error rate is defined by the ratio of the average number of packets cannot be successfully received over the total average number of transmitted packets, and the packet error rate P ER n at channel state n is denoted as [39, Eq. (5)]
and α n , g n , and S pn are mode dependent parameters.
Considering the single packet transmission with two phases, the destination node and the relay node may receive this packet. With the average packet error rate of transmissions, the probability that both the destination node and the relay node fail to decode the received packet in the first phase is given by
On the other hand, if we assume that the relay node successfully receives the packet in the first phase, but the direct source-to-destination transmission fails in the first phase, then the packet cannot be successfully received at the destination with probability
Based on (13) and (14), the overall probability that a single packet cannot be successfully received by the destination via the relay-assisted transmission can be obtained as follows
Now, we study the packet's service rate via the following two lemmas. Lemma 1. For the relay-assisted transmission at channel state n, the packet's service rate from the source is
, (16) where
)(1 − P 1 ) and ǫ n is shown in (17) at top of the page, which is the transmission time of the packet.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.
Lemma 2. For the relay-assisted transmission, the packet's service rate from the relay to the destination at channel state n is
, (18) where Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 1. Finally, for the source and the relay node, we obtain the sets of service rates as Ψ = {χ 1 , · · · , χ N } and Ψ ′ = χ ′ 1 , · · · , χ ′ N , respectively. 2) Packet Dropping Rate: Due to the bursty service, the packet can be dropped from the buffer due to buffer overflow. Now, the packet dropping rate at the source node A and the relay node R can be written as P A d and P R d , respectively. Intuitively, when the number of packet arrivals is larger than the remaining space of the buffer, some packets will be dropped. At time t, assumed that the current service rate is χ ′ t at relay node R, and the service rate is χ ′ t−1 at previous time. Then, the remaining space in the buffer of node R is sized by
As a result, the buffer for the relay node can accommodate at most r R t arriving packets in the current time slot. Now, under the condition that the number of arriving packets a R t for relay node is larger than r R t , there are a R t − r R t packets need to be dropped. Theorem 1. Under the condition that the average transmission rate from the source to the relayχ > M − (
is the average number of dropped packets at relay node R and π s ′ ,χ ′ is the stationary distribution of the buffer state and the service rate state for the relay to the destination transmission system.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B. In order to derive the packet dropping rate P A d at the source buffer, the stationary distribution π of the buffer system should also be considered. At the time t, the number of arrival packets at source is a A t . Considering that the number of packets dropped at source node A is ∆ A t , the packet dropped rate P A d can be computed as [46] 
Based on Theorem 1, the average number of dropped packets E ∆ A can be derived as in (20) .
With P A d and P R d available, we can get the average traffic rate and the system throughput. By considering the influences of both the source-queueing and the relay-queueing, we will analyse the packet delay in the next subsection.
3) Network Throughput: To analyze the performance of the network throughput, we need to consider how the packets are successfully transmitted to the destination from the cooperative network. During the packet transmission, the packet dropping rate from the source and relay queueing and packet violation from the channel with N max r retransmissions are influencing the successfully transmission. This means that the system average throughput is related to not only the packet dropping rate P A d and P R d , but also the average overall packet error rate P 0 . Then, for an average packet arrival rate ofλ, we can obtain the system average throughput R as
B. Delay Analysis
After studying the network throughput in the previous subsection, we now focus on the average packet delay for the relay-assisted network in details, which considers the spectrum access probability.
By considering the stationary distribution of the sourcebuffer system, the average queue length of source node A at channel state n can be obtained as
At the same time, by considering the stationary distribution π (s ′ ,χ ′ ) of the relay-buffer system, we can get the average queue length of the relay node R at channel state n as
With regard to the M/G/1 queue, it is known that the average waiting time of a packet consists of queueing time and service time. According to Little's formula [43] , the queueing delay is D q =Q q r . Then, we can get the average packet delayD n for channel state n given by (24) , whereχ = N n=1 P r (n)χ n . In order to simplify the calculation, the same channel state can be considered for the inter-node channel. Then, we can obtain the average packet delay over the relay-assisted transmission system as
Lemma 3. For the cooperative transmission systems, the average delay D (T ) is a decreasing function of the average received SNRS.
Proof: Lemma 3 is intuitively correct. Notice that when increasingS, the probabilities of choosing larger transmission rate for both the source node and the relay node are increasing. According to (24) ,D n is decreasing for ∀n. As a result, D (T ) is decreasing. Particularly, the delay can be formulated as D (T ) = φ(S), and φ(S) is a decreasing function ofS.
C. Power Consumption
Let P n denote the transmission power for the source node at channel state n, and the BER ϑ of the packet can be expressed as a function of the post-adaptation received SNR SP n /ē [47] 
where b n is the modulation size for AMC mode n.
Using (26), we obtain the transmission power P n as a function of the BER ϑ and S as follows:
Thus, the average transmission powers of source node and relay node at channel state n can be respectively obtained as
where BER can be obtained by P ER n . Based on (2) and (28), the average transmit power P of source node can be shown as
Similarly, we can obtain the average transmit power P R .
D. Energy Efficiency of Relay-Assisted Transmission
Note that the transmit power for the relay node is P R . Furthermore, we assume that the power consumption for the node at idle state is constant P 0 . Then, the total energy consumption can be obtained by the following lemma.
Lemma 4. For the secondary relay-assisted transmission networks, the total energy consumption with opportunistic spectrum access for each transmission period is
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C. Based on (21) and lemma 4, the energy efficiency is given by
We aim to jointly optimize the average SNRS,S R and the time allocations for the cooperative transmission based on the closed-form expression of the energy efficiency. Note that the time allocation ratio α may take any number in the range of (0, 1). The optimization problem can be specified as follows:
For any given time allocation ratio α ∈ (0, 1), we found that we are able to express the corresponding energy efficient transmit power P and P R in terms of the time allocation ratio α with closed-form expressions, which are respectively denoted as P * (α) and P * R (α). Since the variables α,S and S R are coupled to the packet dropping rate and the transmit power, it's also too complex to solve (32) . Then, we provide a suboptimal solution for problem (32) in two stages. In the first stage, we fix α for some value in the interval (0, 1). To this end, a numerical search algorithm based on a Golden Section search method [48] can be utilized to get the energy efficient solutionS opt andS opt R . In the second stage, we still apply numerical search of the single variable α over the interval (0, 1) to obtain the energy efficient time allocation ratio α * that maximizes the energy efficiency η ee . To summarize, we illustrate the numerical search based procedure in the following Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Energy efficient time allocation ratio and power allocation for the proposed relay assisted transmission.
1: For α=0:1
Step 1) Initialize the energy efficient threshold value Sn = S * n (see [41] ), ∀n = 1, 2, · · · , N .
Step 2) Repeat: calculate ηee using (31); updateS andSR using the Golden Section search method;
Step 3) Until ηee converge. 2: End. 3: Energy efficient time allocation ratio: α * =arg max ηee, and power allocation for the source node and relay node:
E. Energy Efficiency of Direct Link Transmission
Based on (27), the average transmit power consumption of direct link at channel state n is calculated as
where b S,D ,S S,D and ϑ S,D denote the modulation size, the average SNR and the BER for the direct source-to-destination transmission, respectively. Then, the average transmit power for direct link transmission can be obtained as 
According to (34) and lemma 4, the total energy consumption with direct transmission period T can be written as
where P 0 is power consumption for the source-node being at idle state. Based on the packet dropping rate P d of the source node and (21), we can get the throughput of the direct transmission system as
Based on (36) and (35) , the energy efficiency can be denoted as
Similarly, we aim to optimize the average SNRS S,D to achieve the energy-efficient direct link transmission based on the closed-form expression of the energy efficiency, which can also be solved with the Algorithm 1.
IV. ENERGY EFFICIENT SCHEDULING
In this section, we investigate the relationship between the transmission mode selection and packet delay demand, where the transmission mode includes the direct link transmission and relay-assisted cooperative transmission. Then we determine the energy efficient modulation scheduling strategy with the effects of the delay requirements.
For scheduling heterogeneous flows, the evaluation of endto-end delays involves in avionics, multimedia (video and audio) and best-effort data virtual links [49] . Their performance depends upon scheduling policy, and different scheduling policies between direct transmission and relay-assisted transmission have different results of energy efficiencies. Therefore, we should determine the energy efficient scheduling policy for different flows having different delay requirements. Proof: The proof is given in Appendix D. Proposition 1. (Adopted from Theorem 2) The energy efficient modulation scheduling policy is ω opt = ω(S * n ,S opt (D 0 )) when D 0 > D ⋆ . On the other hand, the energy efficient modulation scheduling policies are ω opt = ω(S * n ,S opt (D 0 )) and ω opt = ω(S * n ,S opt R (D 0 )) for the source node and relay node when D 0 < D ⋆ . Proposition 1 is obtained by the direct transmission and relay-assisted transmission solutions, respectively, wherē S opt (D 0 ) is the energy-efficient average SNR when the maximum tolerable delay is D 0 . Based on Theorem 2 and Proposition 1, we can get the energy efficient solution of switching and modulation scheduling policies for different delay-aware services.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we validate the accuracy of the analytical results for delay-aware energy efficient scheduling over the cooperative wireless system by means of simulations. In all the simulations, the opportunistic spectrum access is considered.
A. System Parameters
The corresponding simulation parameters are shown as follows: the number of traffic states is K = 2, the channel states for the inter-node link and direct link is N = 7, and the buffer size is M + 1 = 51 for the source node and relay node; The packet size L = 100, the maximum retransmission times of packet is N max r = 6. The maximum number of packet arrivals for source node is set as A = 15, with an average arrival rate, λ 1 = 1 packets/time-unit and λ 2 = 2 packets/timeunit, the symbol rate R s = 100kHz; The Nakagami parameter m = 1, which corresponds to Rayleigh fading channel with no line of sight (LOS) component. For mathematical tractability, we assumeS R =S.
B. Performance Evaluation
In Fig. 2 , the metric of energy efficiency based on (31) is investigated over different values of time allocation ratio α. For any time allocation ratio α ∈ (0, 1), we can get the energy efficient SNR asS opt (α) by Algorithm 1, and the corresponding energy efficient power allocation can be calculated based on (27) and (34) . In this figure, we plot the energy efficiency based on energy efficient partition method (EEP) as well as the minimum SNR required to acheive P target (MSRE) method for comparison (see [41] ). We can observe from this figure that the energy efficiency of EEP is better than that of MSRE, since we use the energy efficient threshold values for choosing the modulation. In the case of average SNRS = 5 dB, Fig. 2 shows that the optimal time allocation ratio is α * = 0.53. In the case ofS = 8 dB, the optimal time allocation ratio is the same, since we assume that the average SNR for the source to the relay is the same with that of the relay to the destination.
Denote the spectrum access error as ǫ =
A,R is the estimated spectrum access probability. Fig. 3 shows the results of energy efficiency considering spectrum access probability and spectrum access error, which considers different spectrum access probabilities for the source-to-relay link. From this figure, it is observed that the energy efficiency performs worse with the spectrum access error than that with ideal spectrum access probability and the gap sizes of energy efficiencies first increase and then decrease as the spectrum access probability a a A,R grows, which means the throughput increased faster than the power consumption at first. This is because the idle power consumption increases as the spectrum access probability decreases. It could be concluded from this figure that, the throughput cannot increase as the time allocation ratio α is at large region, although the spectrum access probability increases. In fact, the packet dropping rate of relay-buffer increases as the spectrum access probability increases when the source-to-relay time allocation ratio is at large region, causing the decreasing throughput. Fig. 4 illustrates the influences of average SNR to the energy efficiencies of the direct transmission and relay-assisted transmission for different channel parameter m, where we assume that the direct link transmission and relay-assisted transmission have the same average SNR at the destination node. We observe that with the increasingS, the energy efficiency of direct transmission gradually lose its superiority in energy efficiency. This corresponds to the analytical results in Theorem 2. Fig. 5 shows the results of the total power consumption in relay-assisted transmission systems including transmit power and idle state power. From this figure we can observe that the total power consumption is increasing with increasing SNR, since the transmit powers for the source node and relay node are increasing with increasing SNR. We can also observe that the power is larger when the time allocation ratio is larger, which comes from the fact that the holding probability for the source to the relay transmission is larger than that of the relay to the destination transmission. At the same time, the gap of the power consumption is increasing when increasing SNR for different time allocation ratios, since larger α has smaller packet dropping rate for the relay-assisted transmission system at large SNR. Then the transmit rate is larger. Based on (30), we can get the result that the total power consumption is larger when α is larger.
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , we show the packet dropping rate of source node A, P A d , for the proposed relay assisted transmission. We can see in Fig. 6 that the packet dropping rate is decreasing when increasing the SNR, since the service rate for the source node is increasing when increasing the SNR. Moreover, we can observe that when the ratio of the source-torelay time allocation over the relay-to-destination time allocation becomes larger, the packet dropping rate for source node A becomes smaller. When the source-to-relay time allocation is increasing, the dropped number of packets for the source node during each transmission period is decreasing. Then the packet dropping rate becomes smaller. Similarly, it can be seen from Fig. 7 that the packet dropping rate is decreasing when increasing the buffer size. Due to smaller dropped number of packets, the larger source-to-relay time allocation ratio leads to smaller packet dropping rate. In Fig. 8 , we show the delay performance for the relay-assisted transmission system when the average packet arrival rateλ = 2. From this figure we can see that when the SNR is increasing, the delay is decreasing, which matches the results of Lemma 3. We can also see that the delay is smaller when the time allocation ratio is larger. This phenomenon can be understood as follows: when the 40 packet arrival rate is larger, the packet dropping rate of the source node is in dominant place with small time allocation ratio. Then the delay can be smaller when increasing the source-to-relay time allocation.
In Fig. 9 , the impact of the arrival traffic on the energy efficiency is studied for the relay-assisted transmission, when the time allocation ratio α = 0.6. This figure shows the results of analysis and simulated values of energy efficiency for different average traffic rates. It can be observed that the variations of analytical and simulation results agree reasonably well. This figure shows that the energy efficiency is decreasing when increasing the SNR for given average arrival trafficλ in the regime of large SNR. On the other hand, the energy efficiency is increasing when increasing SNR in the regime of small SNR. In this case, we can get the energy efficient SNR by Algorithm 1. Thus, the energy efficient transmission policy ω opt can be obtained, which also guarantees the delay requirement based on (24) and (25) . For the case of different λ, the energy efficiency is increasing when increasing the average arrival traffic rateλ. This comes from the fact that the throughput is larger for larger arrival traffic rate.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a cross-layer framework in the cognitive cooperative network that determines the energy efficient transmission policy based on both the physical and the upper-layer information. We derive the closed-form expression of delay for the relay-assisted transmission system, which considers the queueing delay of the relay-buffer and sourcebuffer. With regard to the physical layer transmission, we propose a switching strategy between the direct transmission and the relay-assisted transmission in the cooperative transmission system under different delay requirements. Furthermore, for the relay-assisted transmission, we obtain the energy efficient transmission time allocation ratio for the inter-node link. At last, we get the transmission policies for the source node and relay node that achieve the energy efficient cooperative transmissions for different delay-aware services. Future work is in progress to consider more general case that arbitrary relay nodes are deployed to assist in conveying the source packet in the proposed framework.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
According to the packet error rate P 1 in the first phase, the packet service time δ n in state n has the following probability mass function based on the M/G/1 queue model:
where ǫ n ,ǭ n and ⊤ represent the packet transmission time when the channel is in state n, the average packet transmission time for retransmissions and the retransmission times, respectively. When the packet is transmitted from the sourceto-destination link, the packet successfully received time at channel state n and average retransmission time for each retransmission are 
respectively. Due to the independence of inter-node link, the channel state of relay-to-destination link would stay at any state of {1, 2, · · · , N } when source-to-destination link is at state n. Then, we use the average rate ofb = N n=1 b n P r (n) as the transmission modulation for relay-to-destination link. Similarly, the packet successfully received time from relayassisted transmission at channel state n and average retrans- 
respectively, which can be denoted as (17) . Based on (38) , the average service time at channel state n for the source transmission can be derived as
where
Recall that the ratio of the time allocation in the phase of source-to-relay over the whole period is α. To see this, based on (17) and (42), we can derive the service rate χ n at channel state n as
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1 Since the average transmission rate from the source to the relay isχ, the average packet arrival rate at the relay is χ, which can be derived asχ = N n=1 χ n P r (n) based on Lemma 1. Then, we can get the probability distribution of the instantaneous arrival rate a R t at the relay as
Assume that the queue state of the relay node is S R t at the start of the t-th time slot, and
can be denoted as the number of packets removed from the queue of the relay. Then, to obtain the resulting transition of the queue state at the relay, both buffer size and the service rate of relay node need to be considered, shown as
In order to express the system state transition, let (χ ′ t , S R t−1 ) denote the joint service rate and the queue state, and let
Then, the state transition probability matrix of the relay transmission system can be organized in a block form as
the submatrix Ξ (χ ′ x ),(χ ′ y ) can be shown in (48) . Finally, the system state transition probability
can be obtained as (49) , where ß χ ′
x ,χ ′ y represents the channel state transition probability. Due to the fact that the channel state transition is independent of other states, the second equality in (49) can be obtained. By considering the slow fading channel, the channel state transition only happens between adjacent states. Then, the transition probability from non adjacent states is zero, and the nonzero elements ß χ ′ x ,χ ′ y is described in [44] . In addition, with regard to the conditional probability of ß(
, it can be derived in (50) . In all, based on (49) and (50), the transition probability of the system state for the relay node can be obtained.
Notably particularly, by using the results from [ ). In the following, we will prove that the Markov chain of relay system is irreducible. Based on the packet arrival probability, we can obtain the transition probability 
When implementing the conclusion of [50] , the states from a finite irreducible Markov chain are recurrent. In all, the stationary distribution of the Markov process (S R t , χ ′ t ), t ≥ 0 exists. Then, we can get the stationary distribution by solving
while the number of arrival packets is larger than that of remaining space, i.e.,χ > M − (S R t−1 − χ ′ t ), the packets are dropped by the relay-buffer. By using the stationary distribution, the average number of dropped packets can be expressed as
In all, the packet dropping rate at the relay node is P R d = E{∆ R } χ .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 4
In Phase source node to relay node, source A transmits data to the relay R with power P. Due to the opportunistic spectrum access, the average transmit power is a a A,R P, the average circuit power consumption is a u A,R P 0 . On the other hand, in Phase relay node to destination node, relay R transmits data to the destination D with power P R . Similarly, the average transmit power and circuit power of the relay node are a a R,D P R and a u R,D P 0 , respectively. In all, the total energy consumption of the secondary relay-assisted transmission networks is given by 
respectively. From these two equations, we can obtain that if a a A,D > a a A,R +a a R,D ·α 1+α , the energy efficiency of relay-assisted transmission is larger that that of the direct transmission. The packet should be transmitted with the cooperative links l A,R and l R,D to ensure energy efficient transmission.
For the second case, asS,S R → 0, suppose D 0 → ∞, causing P LD → 1. Then, the idle state power dominates the total power consumption. Then the energy consumptions of direct transmission and relay-assisted transmission are ζ direct = (a u A,D P 0 )T, and ζ relay = (a u A,R P 0 )T 1 + (a u R,D P 0 )T 2 ,
respectively. Note that spectrum access probabilities satisfy a u A,D + a a A,D = 1, a u A,R + a a A,R = 1 and a u R,D + a a R,D = 1. Similarly, we can also obtain that if a a A,D > a a A,R +a a R,D ·α 1+α , the energy efficiency of the direct transmission is larger than that of the relay-assisted transmission. Therefore, the packet should be transmitted with the cooperative links l A,R and l R,D . 
